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Somewhere deep in the bowels of the Australian Grand Prix Corporation’s marketing office an advertising man is playing air guitar and singing ‘I tipped this’.  How else to explain the posters stuck to every tram spot in Melbourne depicting Red Bull’s  Sebastian Vettel with the sort of worried we’ve rarely seen on the dial of the reigning, four-time world champion? 

But following on from  the disastrous test session in Spain last month,  Red Bull’s  pre-Bahrain optimism   soon turned to anxious looks and high powered meetings as Renault and RBR engineers struggled with  overheating and design issues that were keeping the car in the garage.  

Having managed only 21 laps between himself and  Australian teammate Daniel Ricciardo  at Jerez,   Vettel could only manage 14 laps on the opening day in Bahrain, while Mercedes powered cars slowly started slowly racking up more laps and faster times.   But after day two   he fronted the media confidently, finally  with a solid   59 laps under his belt - albeit at seventh fastest.

“It’s not about catching up because I don’t know what the other people are doing,’’ the German   said when asked if he was worried about falling behind.  “But  we are learning with every single lap,  that’s why we are trying to run as much as possible, even if the quality of lap is not the best. What’s most important at this stage is to run.’’

With Ricciardo stepping  into the car  last night (Melbourne time),  Vettel must now put his trust in his new  teammate to fine-tune some of the issues that continue to dog the RB10’s new V6 turbo engine. There’s also the small matter of being able to brake efficiently.

‘’We are still struggling a little bit on that front,’’ Vettel conceded. “So we still have some work to do, but I think we understood the problem a bit better and it’s not that easy to find an immediate fix … I think the last two days were very useful, we got a lot more laps yesterday than today and I hope that Daniel is able to do more laps tomorrow. There is a lot more work to do to ensure that everything communicates to each other  properly, the whole new power unit, in terms of the car we have still got some stuff to sort out, so yeah, we are both very busy from Renault side as well as Red Bull side.’’

 Ricciardo was on deck throughout the first two days and told Fairfax media ahead of his drive 
that   there was a long way to go before the Australian Grand Prix in Melbourne.   ''These guys (Red Bull engineers) are good and it will come around definitely,'' he said. 

The Australian youngster is clearly relishing his new role having been used to less than perfect cars,  but for Vettel the pressure of new engines, new aerodynamics and new energy recovery systems is putting the nerve of champion to the test. 

“Yeah, obviously formula one has changed a lot, I think everyone can say that with only a couple of days running,’’ said Vettel.  “It is difficult to give a forecast about how tomorrow is going to be, how next week is going to be. We just need to go step by step.’’

The air guitar comes later. 
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